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Justin loves cheesecake, his family, 

and golf.

Justin is thrilled to join Dillon Business Advisors as VP of 

Revenue where he can enrich and bring more value to 

clients. We asked Justin a few questions to get to know him 

better, and here is what he had to share.

Golf! Nothing better than getting out with friends, and enjoying 

a few hours in the sun. It also teaches you a lot of patience and


humility.

Do you have a hobby? If so, what do you enjoy?

While I don’t have a desk drawer, I do have plenty of shelves


around my desk. The most out-of-place item and probably the 

most unique is a little Santa gnome dressed in Bronco gear. It


represents two of my favorite things, Christmas and the Broncos!


You’ll see him if you look closely on video calls.

What is the most unusual item in your desk drawer?

Cheesecake. No matter how hard I try, it’s impossible to resist.

What is one thing you cannot resist?

It sounds simple, but in practice it is quite difficult. Some


of the best, most influential business leaders and coaches I 

know all excel at this skill. Listen to the Lord, your team, your


customers, your peers, and your family. It is quite


amazing what you can learn and succeed at by just listening.

What is your best business advisory-related tip?

Interesting fact, my family has had only men born into the family


for the past seven generations. Until I broke that streak with two


beautiful girls; a streak I am most proud of breaking. One could 

argue, they are undeniably spoiled because of the fact above.
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